For girls – Business/Professional
  ➢ Skirt (at tips of fingers for length) or slacks, dress denim or khakis are appropriate
  ➢ Nice blouse or shirt (polos, button-up the front, etc.)
  ➢ Dress shoes that are clean, nice tennis shoes or nice western boots are appropriate

For guys – Business/Professional
  ♦ Slacks, dress denim or khakis are appropriate
  ♦ Shirts with ties, button up or polos are fine
  ♦ Dress shoes that are clean, nice tennis shoes or nice western boots are appropriate

For both –
  ▪ No hats other than those that respect religious or cultural tradition or for special events
  ▪ No clothing that advertises alcohol, tobacco, no drug products
  ▪ No clothing that is vulgar, obscene or has offensive images

  ➢ Clothing should coordinate and project a professional/business like appearance, so TAG is seen as a positive role model
  ➢ Summer wear can include loose fitting shorts (same as skirt rule stated above)

THIS IS THE DRESS CODE FOR TAG AT PUBLIC EVENTS UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED!